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Abstract—After a wireless sensor network (WSN) is deployed, sensor nodes are usually left unattended for a long period of time.

There is an inevitable devolution of the connected coverage of the WSN due to battery exhaustion of sensor nodes, intended physical

destruction attacks on sensor nodes, unpredictable node movement by physical means like wind, and so on. It is, therefore, critical that

the base station (BS) learns in real time how well the WSN performs the given sensing task (i.e., what is the current connected

coverage) under a dynamically changing network topology. In this paper, we propose a coverage inference protocol (CIP), which can

provide the BS an accurate and in-time measurement of the current connected coverage in an energy-efficient way. Especially, we

show that the scheme called BOND, which our CIP requires to be implemented on each sensor node, enables each node to locally

self-detect whether it is a boundary node with the minimal communication and computational overhead. The BOND can also be

exploited to seamlessly integrate multiple functionalities with low overhead. Moreover, we devise extensions to CIP that can tolerate

location errors and actively predict the change of the connected coverage based on residual energy of sensor nodes.

Index Terms—Connected coverage, self-monitoring, wireless sensor network.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a large collection of
densely deployed, spatially distributed, autonomous

devices (or nodes) that communicate via wireless and
cooperatively monitor physical or environmental conditions
[1], [18]. In such networks, sensor nodes are deployed over
a geographic area (called the region of interest or ROI) by
aerial scattering or other means. Each sensor node can only
detect events within some very limited distance from itself,
called the sensing range. In addition, sensor nodes normally
have fairly limited transmission and reception capabilities
so that sensing data have to be relayed via a multihop path
to a distant base station (BS), which is a data collection center
with sufficiently powerful processing capabilities and
resources. After being deployed, sensor nodes are usually
left unattended for a very long period of time so that they
may fail over time due to various reasons such as battery
exhaustion and physical destructions by attackers. They
may also be moved away from where they were deployed
by animals, winds, or other environmental means. As a
consequence of node failures, node movements, and other
unpredictable factors, the network topology may change
with time. It is, therefore, critical that the BS learns in real
time how well the WSN performs the given sensing task under
dynamically changing network topology.

From the BS’s (or user’s) point of view, a position in the
ROI is really under the surveillance of the WSN if and only
if this position is within the sensing range of at least one
sensor node connected to the BS. We define the collection of
all these positions in the ROI as the connected coverage (or
coverage in short). Obviously, it is one of the most important
performance metrics measuring the quality of surveillance a
WSN can provide. The BS also should have the ability to
monitor the coverage status in real time.

Although much research [2], [9], [10], [12], [16], [20], [21]
has been conducted to ensure high network coverage and
connectivity for the WSN, none of them addresses how to
help the BS infer the coverage boundary when coverage holes
emerge. Possible causes leading to coverage holes include
energy depletion of sensor nodes, intended attacks on sensor
nodes, and so on. In many WSN applications, especially
security-sensitive applications, it is a must to accurately
detect the coverage boundary. The protocol developed in this
paper can affirmatively answer this open challenging issue.

On the other hand, problems related to the self-monitor-
ing of a WSN have been studied in the literature for various
applications and purposes. For example, Chessa and Santi
[30] propose a single time-out scheme to monitor the system-
level fault diagnosis. In [43], a residual energy scan is
designed to approximately depict the remaining energy
distribution within a WSN. In addition, a self-monitoring
mechanism for detecting node failures is proposed in [15].
However, All these schemes cannot be directly used for the
coverage inference, as they are either centralized schemes or
assume that each individual sensor in the WSN needs to be
monitored. This is not true for our case because the BS only
needs to ensure that a certain percentage of the sensors are
functioning, especially when the WSN is densely deployed.

Generally, we can distinguish two basic types of WSNs:
proactive and reactive. Proactive WSNs involve a periodic
data delivery between sensor nodes and the BSs. By
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comparison, in reactive WSNs, packets are sent only when
some event of interest occurs and is sensed. Although for
proactive WSNs, each node can simply help the BS infer the
connected coverage by piggybacking its status information
on data traffic, it is well known that proactive WSNs are
energy inefficient and not scalable [8], [18]. Therefore, in this
paper, we focus on providing coverage inference for the BS
in reactive WSNs. However, due to the very nature of WSNs,
this task is far from triviality. The most significant challenge
is due to the strict resource limitation of sensor nodes
(battery power, memory, computational capability, etc.),
which highlights the need for a localized solution. Although
there is plenty of work [9], [11], [13], [16], [36], [42] on the
localized coverage boundary detection, none of them is
adequate because some of them such as polygon-based
approaches [9], [11], [36] are not truly localized solutions and
suffer from possibly significant communication overhead,
while others such as perimeter-based schemes [13], [16], [42]
are inefficient when the node density is high (cf., Section 5).
Generalization of such schemes to all the situations we are
interested in is not trivial.

This paper makes the following contributions: First, we
present a Coverage Inference Protocol (CIP), which can
provide the BS an accurate and in-time measurement of
the current connected coverage in an energy-efficient way.
Second, we show that the major component of our
CIP—BOundary Node Detection (BOND) scheme—can be
reused to provide many other functionalities for WSNs,
such as topology control, efficient routing, sleeping sche-
duling, and spatial aggregation. Therefore, our schemes can
be exploited to seamlessly integrate multiple functionalities
with low overhead. The performance of our BOND-based
CIP compared with other possible CIPs is also investigated.
Moreover, we devise extensions to CIP which can tolerate
location errors and actively predict the change of the
connected coverage by utilizing the information of residual
energy information of sensor nodes.

The BOND scheme was originally proposed in our
previous work [38], which was further extended to BOND-
based CIP in [39]. Other coverage concepts like barrier
coverage [18] were also investigated, and the corresponding
boundary node self-detection scheme like neighbor embra-
cing polygon (NEP) scheme was proposed in [41]. In this
paper, we still concentrate on traditional area coverage
problem [18], and extend our previous work by showing the
optimality of our CIP protocol with theoretical proofs and
extensive simulations. Recent works on coverage in WSNs
include the problem of coverage in three-dimensional space
[3], [4] and reducing the position information needed in
boundary node detection, see [5] and [41].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the network model and the design goals of our
CIP. Then we detail the core component of our solution
called BOND in Section 3. This is followed by presenting
the complete CIP in Section 4 and its comparison with other
possible alternatives in the design space in Section 5. We
then present several extensions to CIP in Section 6 and end
with conclusions and future work.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Network Model

Throughout this paper, we assume that any two sensor
nodes can directly communicate via bidirectional wireless

links if their euclidean distance is not greater than rc, the
communication range; and a position in the plane can be
perfectly monitored (or covered) by a sensor node if their
euclidean distance is not greater than rs, the sensing range.
Similar to [2], [21], [37], we also assume that sensor nodes
are homogeneous in the sense that rc and rs are the same for
all nodes, and keep constant during each node’s lifetime.

Instead of considering all the possible combinations of rc
and rs, we focus on the case of rc ¼ 2rs in this paper. There
are two reasons for doing so. First, as pointed out in [42],
the specification of rc � 2rs holds for most commercially
available sensors such as Berkeley Motes and Pyroelectric
infrared sensors. Second, as shown in Section 3.6, for
arbitrary spatial distributions of sensor nodes, rc � 2rs is
the sufficient and necessary condition for the existence of
local boundary node detection algorithms.1 Therefore, we
set rc ¼ 2rs to reduce communication energy consumption
and interference. However, it should be noted that our
algorithms are still applicable to the scenarios of rc > 2rs
without any changes. We also present a scheme called SAB
to deal with the case of rc < 2rs (cf., Section 5.2.2).

For simplicity, we assume that the ROI is a 2D square
planar field hereafter. Our results, however, can be easily
extended to 2D or 3D ROIs of arbitrary shapes. For l > 0, letAl

denote the square ROI of side length l centered at the origin,
i.e.,Al ¼ ½�l=2; l=2�2, and@Al be the border ofAl. We examine a
large-scale WSN consisting of hundreds or even thousands
of stationary sensor nodes,2 and denote the sensor nodes
deployed in the ROI to be V ¼ fs1; . . . ; si; . . . ; sng (si 2 Al, for
1 � i � n; i 2 NN), where si represents the position of node i
and n is the total number of sensor nodes (or network size).

In general, no assumption should be made about the
distribution of the sensor nodes in the environment. Our
schemes are designed to work correctly under arbitrary
node distributions. However, in the performance evaluation
of the schemes proposed in this paper, we utilize homo-
geneous Spatial Poisson Point Process (SPPP) as the node
distribution model to facilitate the theoretical analysis and
simulations. It is well known that this model is a good
approximation of the distribution of sensor nodes massively
or randomly deployed (e.g., via aerial scattering or artillery
launching) and can be easily extended to characterize the
process that nodes fail dynamically.

2.2 Design Goals

In this paper, we intend to design a coverage inference
protocol that can provide the BS an accurate and timely
measurement of the current connected coverage in an
energy-efficient way. Specifically, our design goals include:

Effectiveness and robustness. The BS should be able to
have a timely and accurate view of the connected coverage,
regardless of arbitrary network topologies, location errors
of sensor nodes, and error-prone wireless channels such
that it can instruct necessary and quick actions, e.g., adding
new sensor nodes to enlarge the connected coverage.
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1. The formal definition of “boundary nodes” and “local algorithms” will
be given in Sections 3.1 and 3.6, respectively.

2. Stationary nodes here do not imply that the topology of the WSN is
static. Instead, the WSN may have highly dynamic topology changes due to
node failures, new node additions, or nodes switching their states between
active and sleeping modes to save energy. One advantage of our schemes
lies in the efficiency to handle topology changes in WSNs (cf., Section 3.5).



Truly localized and distributed properties. As com-
pared to previous approaches, the coverage inference
protocol is intended to be a truly localized and distributed
solution in which each sensor node can self-determine
whether it is on the area coverage boundary by a few simple
computations on information only from one-hop neighbors.
These nice properties will enable the protocol to have low
computational and communication overhead, high energy
efficiency, and excellent network scalability.

Universal applicability. Although WSNs are often said
to be highly application dependent [1], [18], the coverage
inference protocol is designed to work with arbitrary
applications and network topologies and to be independent
of all the other components of the network protocol stack.

Versatility. For resource-constrained sensor networks, it
is highly desirable that some basic protocol operations for
implementing one functionality can be reused in providing
other necessary functionalities. Otherwise, the protocol
stack of sensor nodes will be too complicated to have high
operational efficiency [18]. The design of coverage inference
protocol will take this requirement into consideration so
that many of its basic operations can be highly reused in
realizing important functionalities other than network
health diagnosis, as we will show soon.

3 BOUNDARY NODE DETECTION SCHEME

This section presents BOND that enables each node to
locally self-detect whether it is a boundary node. We begin
with several important definitions, followed by the illustra-
tion of BOND.

3.1 Boundary Node and Its Detection Algorithm

We say that nodes si and sj (i 6¼ j and si; sj 2 V ) are
neighbors or there exists a direct wireless link between them if
the euclidean distance between them is no larger than rc,
i.e., ksi � sjk � rc. We also denote by NeigðsiÞ the neighbors
of node si (not including si). In addition, two nodes si and sj
are said to be connected if there is at least one path consisting
of direct wireless links between them, similarly a set of
nodes is called connected if at least one path exists between
each pair of nodes in the set. The fundamental connected
unit of WSNs is called a cluster:

Definition 1 (cluster). A connected set of nodes is said to be a
cluster if the inclusion of any other node not in this set will
break the connectedness property.

We write ClustðsiÞ for the cluster containing node si.
Based on the sensing model, the sensing disk (or coverage) of
node si can be given by

Diski ¼ Diskðsi; rsÞ ¼ fu 2 IR2 : ku� sik � rsg: ð1Þ

Specifically, let 0 indicate the origin, we have Disk0 ¼
Diskð0; rsÞ. Then the coverage corresponding to a cluster
can be defined as follows:

Definition 2 (coverage of a cluster). Given ClustðsiÞ, we refer
to the set of all points in the monitored field that are within
radius rs from any node of ClustðsiÞ as the set covered by
cluster ClustðsiÞ. Denoting this set by CoverðsiÞ, we have

Cover sið Þ ¼
[

u2Clust sið Þ
uþDisk0ð Þ

0
@

1
A\Al: ð2Þ

Obviously, CoverðsiÞ is uniquely determined by its
boundary @CoverðsiÞ.
Definition 3 (boundary and interior node). We define

boundary nodes of ClustðsiÞ as those whose minimum
distances to @CoverðsiÞ are equal to rs, i.e.,

BN sið Þ ¼ u 2 Clustf sið Þ : min u� vk k ¼ rs
for v 2 @ Cover sið Þg:

ð3Þ

Accordingly, we call all the other nodes in ClustðsiÞ as
interior nodes, i.e.,

IN sið Þ ¼ u 2 Clust sið Þ : u 62 BN sið Þf g: ð4Þ

The minimum information needed to describe
@CoverðsiÞ is rc and BNðsiÞ. We denote the position of the
base station as BS, then the connected coverage of the BS is3

CoverðBSÞ ¼
� [

1�i�n
CoverðsiÞ :

BS
\�

ClustðsiÞ �Diskð0; rcÞ
�
6¼ ;
�
:

ð5Þ

Obviously, the problem of finding the boundary of
connected coverage, i.e., @CoverðBSÞ, is equivalent to
detecting the boundary nodes of clusters with connections
to the BS. Based on this observation, it is possible to design a
distributed CIP if we can first find a localized way to detect
boundary nodes.

Note that our definition of boundary nodes is uniquely
based on the cluster they belong to and is unrelated to the
position of the BS. In addition, our definition of connected
coverage is applicable to WSNs with multiple or mobile BSs.
For example, in the WSN given in Fig. 1 where there are three
BSs (two static and one mobile), from (5), we can directly
obtain the connected coverage of the WSN at time instances t1
and t2 asCoverðs1Þ

S
Coverðs2Þ

S
Coverðs3Þ andCoverðs2Þ

S
Coverðs3Þ, respectively. Since for the multiple-BS cases, the
connected coverage of the WSN is just the union of the
connected coverage regarding each individual BS, hereafter
we focus on the single-BS case for the ease of presentation.
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Fig. 1. An exemplary WSNs. There are three sensor clusters: Clustðs1Þ,
Clustðs2Þ, and Clustðs3Þ, two static BSs: BS1 and BS2, and one mobile
BS: MS. Shaded area, solid dots, and open dots represent the coverage
of sensors, boundary nodes, and interior nodes, respectively. The
boundary of Coverðs2Þ is depicted by the curves.

3. Note that A�B ¼ fuþ v : u 2 A; v 2 Bg for A;B � IR2.



3.2 Localized Voronoi Polygons

Our BOND scheme is based on two novel geometric
concepts called Localized Voronoi Polygon (LVP) and
Tentative LVP (TLVP), which are nontrivial generalization
of Voronoi Polygons (VPs) [25] from computational geome-
try. We must point out that a similar concept called
Localized Voronoi Diagrams (LVDs) is introduced as the dual
of Localized Delaunay Triangulations (LDTs) in the literature
[17], [23]. The edge complexity of LDT is analyzed in [17]
and its applications in topology control and routing for
wireless networks are discussed in [23]. However, there is
no indication on how to relate this concept to the coverage
problems in WSNs. Moreover, unlike our work, there is no
description on how to efficiently construct LVDs given in
[17], [23]. Furthermore, the idea of using TLVP to reduce
the overhead of the detection algorithm in this paper is
completely new. Finally, and most important, our scheme
BOND only uses the local information to detect boundary
instead of global information commonly used in either VP
or DT.

We first define VPs, LVPs, and TLVPs in terms of half
planes. For two distinct points si; sj 2 V , the dominance
region of si over sj is defined as the set of points, which is at
least as close to si as to sj, i.e.,

Domðsi; sjÞ ¼ v 2 IR2 : v� sik k � v� sj
�� ��� �

: ð6Þ

Obviously, Domðsi; sjÞ is a half plane bounded by the
perpendicular bisector of si and sj, which separates all points
in the plane closer to si than those closer to sj.

Definition 4 (VP, LVP, and TLVP). The VP associated with
si, denoted by V orðsiÞ, is the subset of the plane that lies in all
the dominance regions of si over other points in V , namely

V or sið Þ ¼
\

sj2V� sif g
Dom si; sj

� �
: ð7Þ

In the same way, the LVP, denoted byLV orðsiÞ, and the TLVP,
denoted by TLV orðsiÞ, associated with si are defined as:

LV or sið Þ ¼
\

sj2Neig sið Þ
Dom si; sj

� �
; ð8Þ

TLV or sið Þ ¼
\

sj2SubNeig sið Þ
Dom si; sj

� �
; ð9Þ

where SubNeigðsiÞ is a proper subset of NeigðsiÞ, i.e.,
SubNeigðsiÞ � NeigðsiÞ.

The collection of LVPs given by

LVor Vð Þ ¼ LV or sið Þ : si 2 Vf g ð10Þ

is called the localized Voronoi diagram (LVD) generated by
the node set V . The boundary of LV orðsiÞ, i.e., @LV orðsiÞ,
may consist of line segments, half lines, or infinite lines,
which are all called local Voronoi edges.

Lemma 1. Properties of VPs, LVPs, and TLVPs:

1. LV orðsiÞ, TLV orðsiÞ, and V orðsiÞ are convex sets,
2. V orðsiÞ � LV orðsiÞ � TLV orðsiÞ, and
3. Plane IR2 is completely covered by LVorðV Þ.

Proof.

1. Since a half plane is a convex set and the
intersection of convex sets is a convex set, an
LVP (or a TLVP) as well as a VP is a convex set.

2. From (7), (8), and (9), we have

V or sið Þ ¼ LV or sið Þ
\ \

sj2V ;sj 62Neig sjð Þ
Dom si; sj

� �
0
B@

1
CA;

LV or sið Þ ¼ TLV or sið Þ
\

\
sj2Neig;sj 62SubNeig sjð Þ

Dom si; sj
� �

0
B@

1
CA;

which directly leads to Lemma 1 point 2.
3. It is well known in computational geometry that

[
si2V

V or sið Þ ¼ IR2: ð11Þ

(cf., [25, Property V1, pp. 77]). Combining (11)
with Lemma 1 point 2, we can directly obtain
Lemma 1 point 3. tu

Therefore, the set LVorðV Þ \A can fully cover an
arbitrary subset A � IR2. Note that this result can be easily
extended to any cluster ClustðsiÞ in V , that is,

[
sj2Clust sið Þ

LV or sj
� �
¼ IR2: ð12Þ

3.3 LVP-Based Boundary Node Detection

In this section, we present our BOND scheme for each node
to detect whether it is a boundary node based on its own
LVP or TLVP by taking node si as an example.

3.3.1 Input

Our BOND is a distributed scheme in that we only need
positions of node si’s neighbors as the input of our algorithm.
We temporally assume that there is no location error and will
relax this assumption in Section 6.1. We need to consider two
cases based on whether the information about the border of
Al, i.e., @Al, is available. In the first case when @Al is
unavailable at node si, our detection scheme is based on the
construction of LV orðsiÞ (or TLV orðsiÞ); in the second case
when @Al is available, we need to exploit this information by
calculating LV orðsiÞ \Al (or TLV orðsiÞ \Al). It can be
shown that LV orðsiÞ \Al must be a finite convex polygon.
Thus, the second case can be transformed into the first case
by introducing dummy nodes into NeigðsiÞ. See Fig. 2a, for
example, in which four dummy nodes, d1-d4, are introduced
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the LVP-based boundary node detection algorithm.



such that perpendicular bisectors between si and the dummy

nodes generate the four border edges of ROI. Then we can

calculate LV orðsiÞ \Al by following the same procedure for

calculating LV orðsiÞ. Therefore, we will only discuss the first

case in what follows.
We notice that dummy nodes cannot be directly applied to

the generalized cases, i.e., the border of Al consisting of

curves. However, in these cases, this just means that the

information of border of Al’s border cannot be efficiently

exploited, and the correctness of our scheme is not affected.

There also exist two easy ways to remedy our BOND here.

First, in general, a curve can be approximated with straight-

line segments, and thus, the BOND is still applicable. Second,

instead of checking whether the vertices of LV orðsiÞ \Al are

covered by Diskðsi; rsÞ when Al is a polygon, we still can

correctly detect boundary nodes by checking every point on

@ðLV orðsiÞ \AlÞ when Al is not a polygon.

3.3.2 Algorithm

Our goal is to construct the LV orðsiÞ (or TLV orðsiÞ), which is

sufficient for the boundary node detection with the minimal

requirement on the information about si’s neighbors. We

first divide Diskðsi; rcÞ into four4 quadrants. Then we

construct the TLVP of si by using the nearest neighbors

(solid nodes in Fig. 2b) in each of the four quadrants. Without

lose of generality, we denote these four nearest neighbors as

s1, s2, s3, and s4. The first TLVP is calculated by

TLV or sið Þ  
\4
j¼1

Domðsi; sjÞ:

If all vertices of the TLVP are covered by Diskðsi; rsÞ, the

procedure stops and this TLVP is saved. Otherwise, we

need to find new neighbors which are the nearest to the

uncovered vertices of the TLVP (cf., Fig. 2c), add those

neighbors to SubNeigðsiÞ, and calculate the TLVP again:

TLV or sið Þ  TLV or sið Þ
\

\
sj2SubNeigðsiÞ;j6¼1;2;3;4

Dom si; sj
� �0

@
1
A:

The new vertices of the new TLVP will be checked to see

whether they are covered by Diskðsi; rsÞ. This procedure

continues until all the vertices of the TLVP are covered by

Diskðsi; rsÞ or the LVP of si is calculated and saved.
Note that when @Al is unavailable, LV orðsiÞ may be

infinite, which means that it is possible that we cannot find

any nodes in one or more quadrants in the first step. See

Fig. 2d for an example. If a quadrant contains no

neighbors, we define two sectors of angle 45 degree, which

are directly adjacent to the quadrant as the assistant area,

and add the nodes in this area to SubNeigðsiÞ first. If all the

nodes in the assistant area cannot make TLVP finite, we

can conclude that LVP must be infinite without need to do

further calculation.

3.3.3 Output

IfLV orðsiÞ is infinite, si must be a boundary node. IfLV orðsiÞ
(or the final TLV orðsiÞ) is finite with all the vertices covered

by si, then si 2 INðsiÞ. Otherwise, si 2 BNðsiÞ.

3.4 Algorithm Validation

In the VD, the VPs of different nodes are mutually exclusive,

but in the LVD, the LVPs of different nodes may overlap.

This difference makes the validation of our algorithm totally

different from that of existing VP-based ones.

Theorem 1. If there is a point v 2 LV orðsiÞ which is not covered

by si, i.e., v 62 Diskðsi; rsÞ, there must exist a point h 2
LV orðsiÞ that is not covered by any node, and si must be an

area coverage boundary node.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the node

nearest to si and outsideDiskðsi; rcÞ is sm and ksi � smk ¼
rc þ � for � > 0. Let s0m be the point on siv satisfying

ksis0mk ¼ ksismk, and h be another point on siv such that

ksihk ¼ rs þ �=2 (see Fig. 3). By the triangular inequality,

w e h a v e ksmhk þ ksihk � ksismk ¼ ksis0mk ¼ ksihk þ
khs0mk. Therefore, ksmhk � khs0mk ¼ ksis0mk � ksihk ¼
rs þ �=2, which means that sm cannot cover h and nor

does any other node in Diskðsi; rcÞC. The reason is that,

since ksislk > ksismk holds for any node sl 2 Diskðsi; rsÞC
and sl 6¼ sm, we have ks0lhk > ks0mhk, where point s0l is on

the line siv and ksis0lk ¼ ksislk. Therefore, kslhk � ks0lhk >
ks0mhk ¼ rs þ �=2.

Since v 2 LV orðsiÞ, based on the convexity of LV orðsiÞ,
we have siv 2 LV orðsiÞ. Therefore, h 2 LV orðsiÞ, which
implies for any node sj 2 Diskðsi; rcÞ and si 6¼ sj, we have
ksjhk � ksihk > rs, i.e., no nodes in Diskðsi; rcÞ can cover
h. Consequently, we can conclude that no node in the plane
can coverhbecauseDiskðsi; rcÞ [Diskðsi; rcÞC ¼ IR2. Note
that from the above proof process, we can see that h can be
arbitrary close to v0, the intersection of circle @Diskðsi; rsÞ
and siv. Therefore, si is a boundary node. tu

Theorem 2. If there is a point v 2 Al not covered by any sensor

node, for every cluster ClustðsiÞ, there must exist at least one

sensor sj 2 ClustðsiÞ whose LV orðsjÞ is not completely

covered by Diskðsj; rsÞ.
Proof. According to Lemma 1 (point 3) or (12), we have

[
sj2ClustðsiÞ

LV or sj
� �
\Al

� �
¼ Al: ð13Þ
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4. Other values will also work well.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the proof of Theorem 1.



Therefore, for any v 2 Al, it must lie in at least one
LV orðsjÞ \Al for sj 2 ClustðsiÞ. tu
Theorems 1 and 2 prove that the sufficient and

necessary condition for ClustðsiÞ to completely cover Al

is that LV orðsjÞ \Al is completely covered by sj for all sj 2
ClustðsiÞ. The following theorem shows that when
LV orðsiÞ or LV orðsiÞ \Al is finite, the coverage of vertices
of LV orðsiÞ by si is equivalent to the coverage of the whole
LV orðsiÞ by si, which guarantees the correctness of our
LVP-based algorithm:

Theorem 3. LV orðsiÞ is fully covered by si if and only if
LV orðsiÞ is finite and all the vertices are covered by si.

Proof. Let V eðsiÞ be the set of vertices ofLV orðsiÞ. Obviously,
when LV orðsiÞ is completely covered by si, i.e.,
LV orðsiÞ � Diskðsi; rsÞ, we have v 2 Diskðsi; rsÞ for all v 2
V eðsiÞ and LV orðsiÞ is finite. Since

max
u2LV or sið Þ

si � uk kf g � max
v2V e sið Þ

si � vk kf g;

when v 2 Diskðsi; rsÞ for all v 2 V eðsiÞ, we have u 2
Diskðsi; rsÞ for all u 2 LV orðsiÞ. tu

3.5 Discussions on BOND

Low overhead. It has been shown in [25] that in general, VPs
cannot be computed locally. Therefore, the traditional VP-
based schemes [9], [11], [36] are not distributed and are very
expensive in terms of communication overhead. Our BOND
scheme is a truly localized polygon-based solution because
computing LV orðsiÞ (or TLV orðsiÞ) only needs one-hop
information (this can be directly obtained from (8) and (9)).
Assuming that the number of neighbors is k, each node can
compute its own LV orðsiÞ with complexity smaller than
OðkÞ. In addition, the computation of the LV orðsiÞ only
involves some simple operations on polygons, which can be
efficiently implemented (e.g., PolyBoolean library [22]). We
further simplify the detection process by constructing TLVPs
first. For a densely deployed WSN, we have LV orðsiÞ or
TLV orðsiÞ ! V orðsiÞ, and it is well known in computational
geometry that under the homogeneous spatial Poisson point
process, the average number of vertices of V orðsiÞ is 6 [25].
Therefore, when the node density is high, BOND, on
average, only needs 4-6 nearest neighbors’ information to
successfully detect the boundary nodes. Moreover, when a
neighbor node dies, BOND needs do nothing unless the
dead node is used to construct the final TLV orðsiÞ or
LV orðsiÞ in the last turn of LVP or TLVP construction. This
unique property will greatly simplify the update of detection
results and save precious energy of each sensor node. All
these advantages cannot be achieved by other localized
boundary node detection schemes in the literature, such as
the perimeter coverage checking approach [16] and the
crossing coverage checking approach [13], [42]. We refer to
Section 5.1 for a detailed comparison.

Other applications. We are aware of the following
applications of BOND or its basic operations, which are by
no means a complete list:

. Topology control and routing. It has been shown in
[17], [23] that the dual of LVP, called LDT, can be
used to design distributed topology control and

routing protocols for wireless ad hoc networks with
energy efficiency and the guarantee of the delivery.
From the property of duality, we can directly obtain
LVPs if LDTs are determined, or vise versa.

. Spatial aggregation. In distributed data processing for
WSNs, to reduce the sampling errors in the
aggregated spatial data, it is proposed in [31] to first
calculate the VP of each sensor. As mentioned
before, since the VP cannot be computed locally,
the LVP can be used as a good approximation of the
VP in spatial aggregation.

. Coverage-preserving node sleeping scheduling. Since
sensor nodes are usually deployed with redun-
dancy, it is possible to prolong the network lifetime
while preserving the connected coverage by sche-
duling some nodes into the sleeping state [34]. Each
node can locally decide whether its own LVP is
covered by its neighbors. If this is the case, a node
declares itself eligible for sleeping, announces this
fact to its neighbors, and then goes to sleep. To avoid
the forming of coverage hole caused by eligible
nodes switching into sleep simultaneously, a ran-
domly delayed announcement scheme using com-
mon random backoff approaches is proposed in [34].

3.6 Locality of Boundary Node Detection

In this section, we investigate further to show that it is
impossible to find local algorithms for boundary node
detection with arbitrary node distributions when rc=rs < 2.
We first define what we mean by local algorithms. This
definition is based on a model proposed in [27].

Definition 5 (Local Algorithm). Assume that each computa-
tion step takes one unit of time and so does every message to
get from one node to its directly connected neighbors. With this
model, an algorithm is called local if its computation time is
Oð1Þ, in terms of the number of nodes n in the system.

Our BOND shows that when rc ¼ 2rs, sensors can locally
determine if it is a boundary node. When rc > 2rs, since the
node will have more information about other nodes around
itself, it can still locally detect whether it is a boundary node.
However, in the case of rc < 2rs, individual nodes can
neither locally say “yes” nor “no” to the question of whether
a given node is a boundary node. To see this, consider
sensors deployed as in Fig. 4. Obviously, node si is an interior
node. However, to confirm this, it needs to know the
existence of nodes s1-s5 with the help of some relay nodes
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(green nodes). In Fig. 4a, node s4 is already 5 hops away from
node si. In fact, the distance between these two nodes can be
arbitrary long, which is shown in Fig. 4b. Therefore, for
arbitrary node distributions, it is impossible to find a
localized boundary node detection algorithm that always
works. In [2], the authors considered general values of rc=rs
with regular deployment patterns such as the hexagon,
square grid, rhombus, and equilateral triangle. Unlike [2], in
this paper, we prefer to make the strict assumption on the
value of rc=rs rather than on the node distribution pattern.
The reason is that even in some scenarios, sensor nodes are
originally distributed with regular patterns (e.g., hexagon,
square grid, etc.), due to node failures, node movements
caused by animals or winds, etc., the topology of the WSN
will become irregular sooner or later. In contrast, even in the
case of rc=rs < 2, we can still assume a smaller value of rs
whereby to get a conservative inference of the coverage,
which is desirable for some security-critical applications.

4 COVERAGE INFERENCE PROTOCOL

In this section, we describe how to use BOND to build a
practical CIP.

Our design philosophy is that, since the minimum
information required to describe the coverage is the positions
of boundary nodes (cf., Section 3.1), we just need to detect
boundary nodes. In other words, our scheme can ensure that,
for the BS to reconstruct the “coverage image” without any
distortion, the information transmitted from sensors to the
BS is minimized. Also note that our BOND only involves
local message exchanges. In a large-scale WSN, the overhead
from local broadcast is very small as compared to that from
the end-to-end communications from sensor nodes to the BS.
Therefore, our approach can save the precious energy of
sensor nodes. Fig. 5 illustrates the basic operations of our
BOND-based CIP, which consist of the below three steps.

4.1 Neighborhood Monitoring and Self-Detection

After the deployment of the WSN, we assume that
localization techniques are available for sensor nodes to

decide their positions [18]. Each node then collects the
position information of its neighbors by broadcasting its
own positions, and executes BOND to detect whether it is a
boundary node. If so, it will report its position to the BS. We
refer to the neighbors used to construct the LVP or TLVP in
the last run of BOND as its consulting neighbors.

In our protocol, both interior and boundary nodes are
required to broadcast an Existence Updating Packet (EUP) to
their neighbors for a random period of time exponentially
distributed with rate TEUP . In addition, each interior node,
say, si, maintains a timer C0ðjÞ of expiry value much larger
than TEUP for each of its nonconsulting neighbors, say, sj. If
si does not overhear any packet (either an EUP or data
packet) from sj before C0ðjÞ expires, it will treat sj as a dead
neighbor, which can become alive if si overhears any packet
from it later. Node si also maintains two timers for each of
its consulting neighbors, say, sk: the neighbor monitoring
timer C1ðkÞ and the neighbor query timer C2ðkÞ. If si does
not overhear any packet from sk before C1ðkÞ expires, it
unicasts a Neighbor Query Packet (NQP) to sk and starts
C2ðkÞ. If still alive, sk is required to send back an EUP
immediately and wait for an ACK from si. If node si still
does not overhear any packet from sk before C2ðkÞ expires,
si will treat sk as a dead neighbor and reexecute BOND with
alive neighbors as input. In general, the expiry values of
C0ðjÞ and C1ðkÞ should be in the same order of TEUP , in
order to guarantee that with high probability, each node
will receive EUPs from all alive nodes in its neighborhood.
The expiry values of C2ðkÞ should be much smaller than
TEUP because we require that the node which receives the
NQP needs to send back an EUP immediately.

Unlike previous neighbor monitoring schemes employ-
ing a single timer [30] or treating neighbors as the same [15],
our scheme sets different timers for nonconsulting and
consulting neighbors. The major reason for doing so is that
data packets and EUP-like broadcast packets are subject to
loss due to wireless transmission errors or collisions. As a
result, a node may falsely identify an alive neighbor as a
dead one. Obviously, for nonconsulting neighbors, we can
decrease the false positive rate by setting a larger timer
value. However, using a larger timer value for consulting
neighbors will increase the response delay, i.e., the delay
from when coverage holes emerge to when they are
detected by boundary nodes. Therefore, we use two timers
for consulting neighbors to ensure both a shorter response
delay and a lower false positive rate: although the expiry
value of C1ðkÞ is small, we actively query the questionable
neighbor before we treat it as the dead neighbor, which may
significantly increase the accuracy of our scheme. As
mentioned before, if the node distribution follows SPPP,
each node only has 4-6 consulting neighbors, on average,
which means the high feasibility of our two-timer scheme.
Therefore, by adopting one-timer (C0) scheme for non-
consulting neighbors and two-timer (C1 and C2) scheme for
consulting neighbors, our design achieves a better balance
among accuracy, delay, and communication overhead. Note
that this benefit stems from the fact that our BOND divides
each node’s neighbors into two categories. For other
boundary-node-based approaches in the literature (cf.,
Section 5.1) where there is no division in neighbors, either
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Fig. 5. Basic operations of the BOND-based CIP. (a) Each sensor
executes BOND individually. (b) Boundary nodes (black dots in (a))
report themselves to the base station. (c) The BS reconstructs the
coverage boundary. Note that the shaded area in (a) represents the
coverage of sensors, and that the shaded area at the left bottom corner
in (a) is lost in (c) because it is not the connected coverage.



one-timer or two-timer scheme should be adopted for all
neighbors and the balance between communication over-
head and the accuracy cannot be handled in this way.

Note that the communication overhead of our neighbor
monitoring scheme can be further reduced. The EUP
packets can piggyback onto regular local broadcast packets
used to learn link conditions, maintain the routing
information, and facilitate other network operations. In
addition, in the presence of data traffic, any packet
overheard by a node should be regarded as an EUP packet,
and any data packet sent from a node can cancel the next
EUP packet it should broadcast.

4.2 Self-Reporting of Boundary Nodes

Whenever identifying itself as a boundary node, a sensor
node should send its position information to the BS, which
can reconstruct the “image of the coverage” based on all the
received position information of boundary nodes.

4.3 Explicit ACKs from the BS

Since the packet loss ratio due to collisions or noise is pretty
high in the WSN [18], boundary nodes need some
mechanisms to ensure that their reports have been received
by the BS. Otherwise, they have to repeatedly resend their
reports, which causes energy waste. The issue of reliable
sensor-to-BS communication, thus far, has not been ad-
dressed thoroughly in WSN research community. The work
on reliable communication in WSNs first appears in [35],
and then in [32]. However, no guaranteed reliability
semantics are provided in these works. In [29], the authors
first propose the notion called “event-to-sink” reliability,
and study the reliable communication from this perspec-
tive. Their solution is mainly based on adjusting the
reporting frequency of source nodes, and is applicable for
monitoring a continuously changing event or reporting a
huge amount of data. For our case, each sensor node will be
on the boundary or not for a relatively long period, and
each boundary node only needs to report its location
information to the BS. Therefore, the scheme proposed in
[29] cannot be applied here. In [26], the authors study the
“BS-to-sinks reliability,” and argue that the requirement
and implementation of reliability in a WSN is firmly
dependent upon the specific application, and there is no
one-for-all solution. For our problem seating, an intuitive
solution is to require the BS to send individual ACK to each
boundary node from where the report has been received at
the BS. In what follows, we will show that this intuitive
solution can be improved by introducing the Bloom filter
[6]. For the sake of clarity, we start with the description of
ACK format with the Bloom filter. Then we analyze its
performance quantitatively.

The basic idea here is to use Bloom filters to design an
energy-efficient approach for the BS to broadcast only one
ACK to acknowledge multiple boundary nodes. Let
s1; s2; . . . ; sa be the a boundary nodes which the BS wants
to acknowledge explicitly. Let h1; h2; . . . ; hb be the b hash
functions of the Bloom filter, each with range f1; 2; . . . ; lg. Let
ackðtÞ ¼ ðb1; b2; . . . ; blÞ be a bit vector of length l. Note that
ackðtÞ is the tth Bloom filter used to indicate boundary nodes
the BS wants to acknowledge, and it is initially set to
ð0; 0; . . . ; 0Þ. For 8i, 1 � i � b and 8j, 1 � j � a, the BS
computes hij ¼ hiðIDsjÞ, where IDsj indicates the unique
ID of node sj, and sets bhij ¼ 1. The BS can then use the Bloom

filter ackðtÞ as ACK and send it back using efficient broadcast
or geographic multicast protocols for WSNs [18]. When a
boundary node sj receives the ackðtÞ, it performs a member-
ship test: it computes hiðIDsjÞ for 8i, 1 � i � b; if all of these
positions are 1 in the ackðtÞ, then boundary node sj knows
that its report has been received and acknowledged by the BS.

Note that the Bloom filter may induce a small number of
false positives, i.e., a few unacknowledged boundary nodes
may pass the membership test, and therefore, believe that
their reports have been received by the BS. On the other
hand, Bloom filters ensure that there are no false negatives,
i.e., all acknowledged nodes are guaranteed to pass
the membership test. In practice, we can tune our b and
l parameters to enable trade-off between communication
and computational overhead and false positive rate.

Now we analyze the benefit of utilizing ACKs with Bloom
filters. First of all, we need quantify the communication
overhead of individual-ACK scheme. Suppose that there are
n sensor nodes in the network, and the length of each node ID
is logn bits. If there are a boundary nodes which the BS wants
to acknowledge explicitly, the BS needs send out a ACK
packets, and each packet with the size ofOðlognÞ bits. This is
because the header of the ACK packet should include the
destination node ID with logn bits. Next, we consider the
multihop communication scheme that can be used to support
the BS-to-sensor communication. Note that each sensor node
only has a finite buffer, and the buffer size is relatively small
compared to n for a large-scale WSN. Therefore, it is almost
impossible to provide unicast communication from the BS to
individual sensor node. Note that to support the unicast
communication from the individual sensor to the BS is still
possible (cf., Section 5.2.2). This is caused by the asymmetry
of traffic pattern in WSNs [18]. For the sensor-to-BS unicast
communication, we can construct a routing tree rooted at the
BS (see Fig. 11 for an example), and each node only needs to
relay the packet from its child nodes to its parent node in this
routing tree. To maintain this routing tree, each node only
needs to add one entry into its routing table with the
destination as the BS and the next hop as its one-hop parent
node. For the BS-to-sensor unicast communication, the
situation will be totally different. For every child node in
the subtree rooted at a particular node, this node needs to add
one entry in its routing table for that child node. For the node
near the BS, it may need OðnÞ entries in the routing table,
which is too large for the buffer-constraint sensors. So, in
practice, there are no efficient schemes to support unicast
downstream communication (from the BS to sensors) [18].
Especially for the small size packet, to establish a tentative
route by broadcast, a route discovery packet is invaluable.
Therefore, even for the BS-to-sensor unicast communication,
when the packet size is small, we still use global broadcast
from the BS.

In individual-ACK scheme, the BS needs to perform
a broadcasts, each with packet size OðlognÞ bits. For Bloom-
filter-based scheme, the BS needs to perform one broadcast
with packet size OðlÞ bits. For the standard Bloom filter [7],
in order to keep a low false positive rate, l is on the order of
n. For example, in our simulation, l ¼ 9n bits, b ¼ 6, and the
false positive rate is 1.33 percent. Therefore, when
a ¼ �ðn= lognÞ, it is beneficial to use Bloom-filter-based
scheme. This is equivalent to the situation when the
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percentage of boundary nodes is �ð1= lognÞ. For a large-
scale WSN, 1= logn is a very small number, which means
that the Bloom-filter-based ACk should be used in practice
with high probability.

To sum up, in this section, we design some complemen-
tary components to BOND, to complete our BOND-based
CIP protocol. We emphasize that these designs are intuitive
and straightforward because simplicity, i.e., minimal com-
munication and computational overhead, is our principal
design objective. However, the advantages of adopting
these simple designs stem from the BOND algorithm.
Specifically, BOND needs to check only minimal number of
consulting neighbors, which enables us to utilize two-timer
scheme without introducing too much communication
overhead. Moreover, BOND is able to identify boundary
nodes, which facilitates us to employ ACK-based scheme to
provide reliable sensor-to-BS communications.

5 COMPARISON AND SIMULATION

To the best of our knowledge, there is no other coverage
inference protocol developed for WSNs, which is as
complete as our CIP. We, however, note that many
interesting ideas proposed by researchers for WSN cover-
age and self-monitoring may be adapted to infer WSN
coverage. In this section, we exploit these possible alter-
natives and compare them with our CIP via both theoretical
analysis and simulations.

The most important metric used in the comparison is the
energy consumption incurred by different coverage inference
protocols. In addition, we assume that packet transmissions
are subject to noise or collision. Under this assumption, we
further define two other performance metrics. The first one
is the false alarm probability, defined as the probability that a
nonboundary sensor node is falsely diagnosed as a
boundary node. This may happen if consecutive EUPs
from a sensor node get lost due to collision and/or noise.
The other metric is the response delay, defined as the time
from when a sensor node becomes a boundary node to
when this event is locally detected. Apparently, the later
two metrics are conflicting in essence for a time-out-based
coverage inference protocol like our CIP. In particular, to
achieve a smaller false alarm probability (i.e., more accurate
boundary detection) desires a larger time-out value, which,
in turn, would result in a longer response delay, and vice
versa. Therefore, we would compare the false alarm
probabilities of different coverage inference protocols for a
given response delay, or equivalently compare their
response delays for a given false alarm probability.

The evaluation philosophy and simulation settings are
given in the Appendix. In order to mimic independent and
random node failures, we simulate multiple sensor net-
works by varying the number k of neighbors for each node
(or equivalently, the node density �) through NS2 network
simulator [24]. To facilitate the presentation, we also classify
the possible coverage inference protocols into two cate-
gories, namely boundary-node-based approaches and ag-
gregation-based approaches, based on how the coverage
information is gathered and reported to the BS.

5.1 Boundary-Node-Based Approaches

Approaches in this category are to find boundary nodes
first and then transmit such information to the BS in a way

similar to what was described in Section 4. In what follows,
we further classify these approaches according to the
boundary node identification methods they adopted.

5.1.1 Polygon-Based Schemes

In [9], [11], [36], Voronoi diagram (VD) is used for boundary
node detection. Briefly speaking, the VD of a node set V is
the partition of the euclidean space into polygons, called
VPs and denoted by V orðsiÞ for si 2 V such that all the
points in V orðsiÞ are closer to si than to any other node in V .
According to the closeness property of VPs, if some portion
of a VP is not covered by nodes inside the VP, it will not be
covered by any other node, which implies a coverage hole.
Therefore, it is claimed in [9], [11], [36] that each node can
locally check whether it is on the coverage boundary under
the assumption that VPs can be derived locally. However, it
has been shown that, in general, VPs cannot be locally
computed [40]. Intuitively, our LVP-based BOND will have
smaller communication overhead, or equivalently, smaller
energy consumption than the VP-based schemes since LVPs
can be locally computed. In what follows, we prove this
intuition in a formal way.

Theorem 4. If there exist boundary nodes, the costs of the NEP-
based and LVP-based algorithms are always smaller than the
cost of the VP-based ones.

The proof of the theorem depends on the following
lemma:

Lemma 2. For any si 2 V , the VP V orðsiÞ can be locally
computed if and only if ClustðsiÞ can completely cover the
plane IR2 (or Al, when the information of @Al is available), i.e.,
CoverðsiÞ ¼ IR2 (or CoverðsiÞ \Al ¼ Al).

Proof. Let d ¼ maxkv� sik for any v 2 V orðsiÞ. Since V orðsiÞ
is a convex set, then d ¼ 1 if V orðsiÞ is infinite, otherwise,
d is the distance from a vertex of V orðsiÞ to si. V orðsiÞ can
also be computed in a similar way as LVP with set V as
input. Specifically, we first compute LV orðsiÞ as the
tentative VP of si and then refine the tentative VP
iteratively. In each iteration, we add one-more-hop
information about node positions. We can determine that
the construction of V orðsiÞ is completed when all the
nodes in Diskðsi; 2dÞ have been counted. Therefore,
V orðsiÞ can be locally computed, which implies that 2d �
rc or d � rs, and thus, guarantees the complete coverage of
V orðsiÞ. Since this holds for all si 2 V , we can ensure the
complete coverage of the plane.

From Theorems 1 and 2, a node set V can completely
cover IR2 if and only if LV orðsiÞ is fully covered by
Diskðsi; rsÞ for any si 2 V . From Lemma 1, this implies
that V orðsiÞ ¼ LV orðsiÞ for any si 2 V . Therefore, V orðsiÞ
can be locally computed by si just as LV orðsiÞ. tu

Therefore, when there are boundary nodes, it is im-
possible to compute all V orðsiÞs locally based on only one-
hop information. Since multihop communications are
unavoidable, the energy consumption of the VP-based
approaches will be higher than our LVP-based BOND.
Only when the node density is so high that the ROI is
completely covered (not considering the ROI border), is the
cost of the VP-based approaches equal to that of ours.
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However, in this case, there is no need for coverage
boundary detection at all. So Theorem 4 guarantees that
when boundary detection algorithms are helpful, the cost of
our BOND is definitely smaller than the VP-based ones.

We answer the question of how significant the cost
savings are by simulations. To focus on comparing the
energy consumption of two schemes, we set TEUP ¼ 1s, and
C0 ¼ C1 ¼ 40s and 80s, and C2 ¼ 0 for our BOND. For a fair
comparison, the VP-based scheme uses the same timer C0

for one-round boundary node detection. We set a very large
time-out value to make sure that false alarm probability is
very small, and thus, can be neglected here. The packet size
of EUP is 64 bytes (no NQP here), and any control packet
transmitted for the VP-based scheme to reconstruct VPs is
of 64 bytes as well.

Fig. 6 shows the average node energy consumption for
the VP-based and the LVP-based schemes as a function of k.
We can see that energy consumption of our LVP-based
BOND only slightly increases as k becomes larger, as the
reception energy consumption becomes larger with the
increasing number of neighbors. In addition, the energy
savings of our LVP-based BOND are quite significant
compared to the VP-based scheme. We can also observe
that the difference between the two schemes becomes
smaller with the increase of k. The reason is that the number
of hops needed to reach 2d for VP computing will become
smaller with the increase of k. In particular, when k ¼ 50,
where the ROI is fully covered with probability 0.9999, VPs
can be locally calculated as LVPs, so there will be no
difference between these two schemes. Therefore, com-
pared to the VP-based scheme, our BOND-based CIP can
achieve remarkable energy savings when the functional
nodes are sparsely deployed (4:5 < k < 4 lognþ 4 log logn).
Also note that a small C1 has no effect on our BOND-based
CIP because C1 ¼ 40s is still enough for one-hop informa-
tion gathering (note that k < 50). However, a small C0 has a
great effect on the VP-based scheme because it significantly
reduces the multihop communication, and thus, only allows
a node to calculate a tentative VP. This observation shows
that calculating the final VP is not necessary for most
situations we are interested in, and LVP itself is enough for
boundary node detection.

5.1.2 Perimeter-Based Schemes

The first realistic localized boundary node detection algo-
rithm is proposed in [16], which is based on the information
about the coverage of the perimeter of each node’s sensing

disk. It can be shown that node si is a boundary node if and
only if there exists at least one point v 2 @Diskðsi; rsÞwhich is
not covered by any sj 2 NeigðsiÞ (cf., Fig. 7a). Based on this
criterion, an algorithm with the complexity OðklogkÞ is
designed in [16] to locally check whether one node is a
boundary node, where k is the number of neighbors. A
crossing coverage checking approach proposed in [13], [42]
simplifies the previous perimeter coverage checking ap-
proach by just checking some special points called crossings
on the perimeter. A crossing is defined as an intersection point
of two perimeters of sensing disks. A node si is a boundary
node if and only if there exists at least one crossing
v 2 @Diskðsi; rsÞ \ @Diskðsj; rsÞ, which is not covered by
any other sk 2 NeigðsiÞ � fsjg. Fig. 7b shows an example
where c is a crossing determined by two perimeters
@Diskðsi; rsÞ and @Diskðsj; rsÞ, which is covered by the third
sensing disk of node sk. For simplicity, below we will just
compare our BOND-based CIP with the crossing coverage
checking approach (denoted by CROSS).

Our BOND and CROSS can both provide truly localized
boundary node detection with operational difference in the
neighborhood monitoring phase. In particular, CROSS
requires each node to check the positions and status of all it
neighbors, which is quite inefficient when sensor nodes are
densely deployed. This situation becomes worse every time
when a node dies, as all its neighbors need recheck the
coverage of their perimeters or crossings. In contrast, our
BOND-based CIP only has consulting neighbors perform
boundary node detection. When sensor nodes are densely
deployed, from Lemma 1, we have LV orðsiÞ or TLV orðsiÞ !
V orðsiÞ, and it is well known in computational geometry that
under the homogeneous SPPP, the average number of
vertices of V orðsiÞ is 6 [25]. Therefore, when the node density
is high, each node, on average, only has 4-6 consulting
neighbors. Fig. 8 shows the average number of neighbors
needed for the CROSS and our BOND to detect boundary
nodes as a function of k. It is of no surprise to see that when
the node density increases, the number of nodes needed
remains constant for BOND-based CIP while increasing
dramatically for CROSS. This means that, in contrast to our
BOND-based CIP, CROSS will incur a significant overhead at
the initial stage of WSNs, where sensor nodes are normally
densely deployed to provide adequate redundancy and fault
tolerance.

Now we compare BOND-based CIP with CROSS
regarding their trade-offs among the updating time interval
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Fig. 6. Energy consumption for the LVP- and VP-based schemes.

Fig. 7. Perimeter-based boundary node detection approaches.
(a) Perimeter coverage checking approach proposed in [16]. The solid
curve represents the portion of perimeter of sensing disk covered by
neighbor nodes. (b) Crossing coverage checking approach proposed in
[13], [42]. Solid and open triangles represent covered and uncovered
crossings, respectively.



TEUP , response delay, and false alarm probability (denoted
by Pr½FA�) via simulations. Since CROSS needs the
information of all neighbors, it can only use the same timer
C0 for all neighbors. Therefore, the response delay of
BOND-based CIP and CROSS can be measured by C1 þ C2

and C0, respectively. The packet sizes of EUP and NQP are
both 64 bytes. Our objective here is to select optimal system
parameters to meet a certain performance requirement on
either the response delay or Pr½FA�.

We first consider that the smallest response delay can be
achieved for different schemes when TEUP ¼ 10s and
Pr½FA� � 0:01. Simulation results in Fig. 9 show that, when
the average number of neighbors (k) increases, the response
delay for CROSS dramatically increases due to more packet
collisions in the shared wireless channel, but only slightly
increases in our BOND-based CIP.

Fig. 10 shows the power consumption for different
schemes when Pr½FA� � 0:01 and the response delay
(C1 þ C2 or C0) is bounded by 40s. It can be seen that, in
order to keep Pr½FA� � 0:01, CROSS has to adopt a small
value of TEUP , which would dramatically increase the power
consumption. The energy consumption of our BOND-based
CIP slightly increases with k because the number of
consulting neighbors will not increase with k and the related
NQPs will be used with very small probability.

In Figs. 9 and 10, we can also observe that when
functional nodes are sparsely deployed (k � 15), CROSS
almost has the same performance as our BOND-based CIP.
To sum up, the VP-based approaches only perform well
when functional nodes are densely deployed; the perimeter-
based approaches only work well when functional nodes

are sparsely deployed; and only our BOND works equally
well in both cases.

5.2 Aggregation-Based Approaches

Aggregation-based approaches are quite different from our
BOND in that each node actively communicates with the BS
no matter whether it is a boundary node or not. Therefore,
we need to compare those schemes to our BOND-based CIP
as a whole in this section. In what follows, we classify these
approaches into naive ones and spatial ones.

5.2.1 Naive Schemes

The most straightforward scheme requires that each node
periodically sends EUPs (“keep-alive” messages) to inform
the BS about its existence so that the BS can always learn the
connected coverage of the WSN. If the BS does not receive
the update information from a particular node in a
predetermined time interval, it can infer that this node is
dead. This approach obviously suffers from significant
communication overhead, and thus, energy consumption.

An alternative to the naive scheme is to let each node
report the positions of its dead neighbors in which nodes
can locally cooperate to ensure that each dead node is
reported once. However, this scheme is unlikely to be the
optimal one because the death of some nodes does not
necessarily imply the change of connected coverage espe-
cially when the WSN is densely deployed. In addition, there
might be redundant information transmitted to the BS,
which means that this scheme is also not energy efficient.

5.2.2 Spatial Aggregation-Based Schemes (SAB)

Since the coverage information is highly spatially corre-
lated, a natural way to improve the energy efficiency of
the above naive scheme or its alternative is to perform
spatial aggregation at intermediate nodes to reduce
redundant transmissions.

Almost all techniques for spatial aggregation require the
construction of a routing tree for propagating data from
source nodes to the BS [19]. Once the routing tree is
established, each node utilizes the routing tree to find a path
to the BS. A simple method for constructing the routing tree
is as follows: The BS broadcasts an initialization message into
the network, which contains hop count specifying the
distance from the BS. All nodes that hear the initialization
message will select the BS as their parent, increase the hop
count by 1, and then rebroadcast the message. The message
will propagate down the network until every node has
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Fig. 8. Average number of neighbor nodes needed for the crossing
coverage checking approach and our BOND.

Fig. 9. Simulation results with TEUP ¼ 10s, Pr½FA� � 0:01.

Fig. 10. Simulation results with response delay � 40s, Pr½FA� � 0:01.



established a sender as its parent node leading toward the BS
(see Fig. 11a, for example). The coverage information in each
node is represented by a polygon. Let Vchild denote itself, its
children, its children’s children, . . . This polygon covers all
nodes in Vchild, and its vertices are the boundary nodes of
Vchild. To obtain this polygon, each node only needs to receive
the polygons of its children and aggregates them into a new
one which is sent along the routing tree toward the BS. Some
boundary nodes reported from the children may be deleted
in this step because the parent nodes have more information
about the coverage, and thus, may find that those nodes are
not real boundary nodes. Refer to Fig. 11 for an illustration of
this process.

This kind of approach is used by e-Scan [43], which
focuses on monitoring the residual energy of sensor nodes,
and isobars [14], which focuses on advanced aggregation
techniques for highly spatially correlated sensing data.
Basically speaking, the energy efficiency of SAB depends on
the time interval between two successive active reports of
individual nodes. In practice, it is difficult to adaptively
tune this parameter to achieve the best trade-off between
information freshness and energy efficiency.

It is possible to adapt SAB to a more passive scheme. In
particular, only when a node finds that its aggregation
polygon changed, does it update the polygon to its parent.
However, there is still room to further improve the energy
efficiency. Note that, to reconstruct the connected coverage
image at the BS, the only useful information is the
positions of boundary nodes. As shown in Fig. 11b, in this
layered aggregation scheme, aggregation results from the
ðiþ1Þ-hop node (e.g., B or C) will contain more redundant
information (nonboundary nodes) than those of the i-hop
node (e.g., A), and only the polygon aggregated at the BS is
redundant-free. In contrast, our CIP directly gets the real
boundary nodes from the first step instead of removing the
redundancy layer by layer.

We compare the naive scheme in which periodic “keep-
alive” messages need be sent, SAB, and CIP under the
homogeneous SPPP model through simulations. We set
TEUP ¼ 1s and C0 ¼ C1 ¼ 40s or 80s, and C2 ¼ 0 for our
BOND-based CIP. Since C1 is much greater than TEUP , the

false alarm probability is very small and can be neglected
here. We also assume that the packet size of EUP is 64 bytes
(no NQP here), and that it requires 32 bits to represent a
position. Therefore, in SAB, when a child sends a packet
about its polygon to his parent node, and this polygon has
m vertices, the packet size will be 64þ 4ðm� 1Þ bytes. For a
fair comparison, all the schemes use the same routing tree as
shown in Fig. 11. Let R denote the energy cost ratio which is
defined as the ratio of the energy consumption of SAB or
BOND-based CIP to that of the naive scheme. Fig. 12 plots R
versus different node density � ¼ k=�r2

c , where k is the
average number of neighbors per node. As we can see, when
k � 4, almost every node connected to the BS is a boundary
node, and the naive scheme is the best (R < 1 for both
BOND-based CIP and SAB). However, this is the situation
the WSN tries to avoid under which the WSN has already
collapsed. In addition, when k � 5, the R of BOND-based
CIP grows exponentially, which shows the significant
energy savings of our scheme over both the naive scheme
and SAB. Also note that when the ROI is almost fully
covered, the cost of local broadcasts is negligible as
compared to end-to-end communications from sensor nodes
to the BS. Therefore, it is of no surprise to see thatR!1 for
BOND-based CIP when k � 25. Recall that although BOND-
based CIP has better performance compared to SAB, it is
based on the assumption that rc � 2rs. If this assumption
does not hold, boundary nodes cannot be locally identified
(as we proved in Section 3.6), and all advantages will be lost.
However, for SAB, it can be applied to all values of rc=rs,
which gives another motivation for us to present SAB here.

6 EXTENSIONS TO CIP

In this section, we extend our BOND-based CIP by
considering location errors and energy depletion, which
shows the flexibility of BOND and its ability to deal with
some practical considerations.

6.1 Location-Error-Tolerant CIP

So far we have assumed that each node knows its accurate
location. Our CIP can also be extended to tolerate bounded
location errors. In this section, we assume that the location
error (defined as the distance between the actual location of
a node and its estimated location) is upper bounded by �.
We then have the following theorem:
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Fig. 11. Illustration of SAB. (a) The routing tree for the spatial
aggregation is constructed with the root as the BS. (b) Node A
aggregates coverage information by combining polygons from its
children B and C. Note that only the solid dots are real boundary
nodes. If the open dot appears in the aggregation results, it represents
redundant information and leads to energy waste.

Fig. 12. Energy cost ratio of SAB and CIP to naive scheme.



Theorem 5. If the location error is upper bounded by �, and a given
node, e.g., si, is an interior node when all nodes are at their
estimated locations and each node uses a sensing range rs � �,
node si must be an interior node when all nodes are at their
actual locations and each node uses the actual sensing range rs.

Proof. We prove by contradiction. Let a and a0 represent the
actual and estimated locations of point a, respectively.
Suppose that node si is a boundary node with the actual
sensing range rs when there is no location error. There
must exist a point p in LV orðsiÞ that is not covered by
Diskðsi; rsÞ. On the other hand, p must be covered by
Diskðs0i; rs � �Þ when p is still in LV orðs0iÞ or p is in
LV orðs0jÞ for s0j 2 Neigðs0iÞ. Note that here LV orðs0iÞ and
LV orðs0jÞ are calculated with estimated locations and the
sensing range rs � �. We therefore have ks0i � pk � rs � �
or ks0j � pk < ks0i � pk for s0j 2 Neigðs0iÞ. Since ksi � s0ik �
� and ksj � s0jk � �, from the triangle inequality, we have
ksi� pk � ks0i� pkþksi� s0ik � rs or ksj� pk � ks0j� pk þ
ksj � s0jk < ksi � pk. Hence, p is covered by Diskðsi; rsÞ or
p is not in LV orðsiÞ, which contradicts our assumption
that p is in LV orðsiÞ and not covered by Diskðsi; rsÞ. tu

From Theorem 5, we can design our location-error-
tolerant CIP as follows: When the location error is upper
bounded by �, our CIP can assume the sensing range of
r0s ¼ rs � �. Since � > 0, the condition that rc=r

0
s � 2 still

holds, and from the discussion in Section 3.6, we know that
our BOND can correctly detect boundary nodes with r0s and
estimated locations. Based on Theorem 5, all the boundary
nodes with the actual sensing range rs and locations will be
detected by BOND. It is worth noting that it is possible that
some interior nodes in terms of their actual locations will be
mislabeled as boundary nodes. Therefore, our location-
error-tolerant CIP gives a conservative inference on the
connected coverage, which is desirable for many WSN
applications such as security-critical ones.

6.2 Prediction-Based CIP

Since node death caused by energy depletion is predictable,
it is possible to design prediction-based CIP by exploiting
the residual energy information of sensor nodes. The
challenge here is that the death of some nodes does not
necessarily indicate the change of coverage especially when
the WSN is densely deployed. Therefore, in order to
minimize the information relayed to the BS, we need to
detect the nodes whose death caused by energy depletion
will affect the coverage.

We first define healthy nodes as those with residual
energy more than a threshold. Whenever a node finds that
its own residual energy is less than the threshold and it is not
a boundary node, it needs locally broadcast this information.
Let HNeigðsiÞ be the set of healthy neighbors of node si.
When node si finds that its residual energy is less than the
threshold, it first calculates the VP for each of its healthy
neighbors, e.g., sj, as follows:

V or sj
� �
¼

\
sk2HNeig sið Þ� sjf g

Dom sj; sk
� �

:

Node si then checks all the vertices of V orðsjÞ (sj 2
HNeigðsiÞ) in Diskðsi; rsÞ. If at least one of them is only
covered by Diskðsi; rsÞ, the death of node si will cause the

coverage hole (see Fig. 13a, for example), and node si will

report the event that its residual energy is smaller than the

threshold to the BS. Otherwise, node si can conclude that its

death will not effect the coverage (see Fig. 13b, for example),

and thus, does not need to report itself to the BS. Based on

the collected residue energy information, the BS can predict

where the coverage hole will emerge with high probability.

Note that, when the number of healthy neighbors of node si
is k, there are elegant algorithms in computational geometry

[25] to calculate the Voronoi diagram of HNeigðsiÞ with

complexity OðklogkÞ, and there are at most OðkÞ vertices

need to be checked. The polygon operations in BOND can

also be reused here. Since only local broadcasts are involved

in our scheme, the computational and communication

overhead introduced is rather small.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a CIP that allows the BS to get an

accurate and in-time measurement of the current connected

coverage of the WSN. The CIP is built upon a novel

lightweight distributed BOND scheme. Detailed theoretical

analysis and simulation studies show that both BOND and

CIP are highly effective and efficient. As the future research,

we plan to evaluate the performance of BOND and CIP in

real sensor platforms. We also intend to further investigate

other potential applications of BOND in WSNs such as load

balancing, topology control, distributed storage, and net-

work health monitoring.

APPENDIX

NETWORK TOPOLOGIES USED IN PERFORMANCE

EVALUATIONS

Consider the situation where sensor nodes are indepen-
dently and randomly placed in the ROI. Such a random
initial deployment is required when individual sensor
placement is infeasible and is desirable when a priori
knowledge of the ROI and the monitored target is limited or
not available. In this case, it is widely accepted in the
literature [12] that the locations of sensors can be modeled
by a 2D homogeneous SPPP with density �.

Definition 6 (homogeneous SPPP). A homogeneous SPPP
with density � can be defined by the following two properties:
First, for any measurable subset of Al with area B,
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Fig. 13. Voronoi-diagram-based coverage hole prediction.



Pr finding i nodes in the region of area Bf g ¼ �Bð Þie��B
i!

:

Second, the number of nodes in disjoint (nonoverlapping) area

are independent random variables.

Each node is expected to have k ¼ �r2
c� neighbors, on

average, and the expected number of nodes in Al is given by
n ¼ � 	 Al. When each node fails independently and uni-
formly with probability p. It has been shown that functional
nodes still form a homogeneous SPPP with density �0 ¼
ð1� pÞ� [33]. In this case, the network can be uniquely
identified by the current node density � (or equivalently k).

Note that by tuning parameter k (or �), we can get
different network topologies corresponding to different
coverage patterns. Four situations get great interests in the
literature (see Fig. 14 for an illumination) [28]:

1. When k > 4 lognþ 4 log logn, the ROI is almost fully
covered. There are no boundary nodes when border
information is available (cf., Fig. 14a).

2. When k > logn, the whole network is connected. The
number of interior nodes is larger than that of
boundary nodes (cf., Fig. 14b).

3. When k > 4:5, the network is percolated. There only
one big cluster, and the number of interior nodes is
smaller than that of boundary nodes (cf., Fig. 14c).

4. When k < 4:5, the network is subcritical (collapsed)
and consists of many small clusters (cf., Fig. 14d).

Therefore, in our evaluation, we focus on the cases when

4:5 < k � 4 log nð Þ þ 4 log log nð Þ: ð14Þ

It can be found that, although we only use homogeneous
SPPPs to generate the network topologies, when the node
density is smaller than the critical value for the connectivity,
the network topologies will become very irregular due to
the disconnectedness.

In our simulations, we use NS-2 and assume rs ¼ 5 units,
the data size for position representation is 32 bits, the energy
consumed to transmit and receive 1 bit is 0:8 �J=bit and
0:6 �J=bit, respectively. Sensor nodes are distributed in a
square ROI with side l ¼ 100 units. In the network initial
deployment phase, in order to ensure coverage, the total
number of nodes deployed in the ROI is 1,000 (corresponding
tok ¼ 40). The MAC protocol used in our simulation is 802.11.
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